The determination of the "optimum pit limit" of a mine is considered to be a fundamental problem in mine planning as it provides information which is essential in the evaluation of the economic potential of a mineral deposit, and in the formulation of long-, intermediate-, and short-range mine plans. A number of mathematical techniques have been proposed to solve this problem, some of the more elaborate ones posing considerable computational problems. In this paper we discuss the development and implementation of a graph-theoretic technique originally proposed by Lerchs and Grossman. Our implementation strategy involves the use of a dynamic programming technique to "bound" the optimum.
Introduction
The mining industry with its vital concern for the efficient management of its limited resources provides an excellent source of challenging problems in discrete mathematics. Indeed, for many years now optimia~~lsn techniques have been successfully implemented to solve problems arising in the mining industry. These applications include: ore-body modelling and ore reserve estimation; the design of optimum pits; the determination of mine production schedules; the determination of optimal operating layouts; the determination of optimal blends; the determination of equipment maintenance and replacement policies; and many more. We refer the reader to the book edited by Weiss 1191 for a comprehensive account of some of these applications.
In this paper we restrict our attention to a specific problem arising in open pit mine planning, namely that of determining the optimum ultimate pit limits of a mine. Mine planning involves the determination of an extraction sequence over a particular time horizon, typically the life of the mineral deposit. The optimt~m ultimafe pi8 liwrit of a mine is defined to be that contour which is the result of extracting the volume of material which provides the total maximum profit whilst satisfying certain practical operational requirements such as safe wall slopes. The determination of this optimum pit limit has long been considered as a fundamental problem in mine planning. The ultimate pit limit es information which of exploiting the structure of the graph can also be used in the application of the network flow technique. In a subsequent paper we intend to report on the results of our comparative anal ,ysis of the two methods. We conclude this paper with a discussion of some unsolved problems.
As discussed in the introduction, the ultimate pit limit problem is the determination of a pit contour which satisfies certain geometrical constraints such as safe wall slopes and which yields maximum profit.
Following Lerchs and Grossman [ 131, we may express the problem analytically as follows. Let v, c and m be three density functions defined at each point (x, y, z) of a three-dimensional region containing the ore-body with 0 v(x, y,z): mine value of ore per unit volume, @ c(x, y, 2): extraction cost per unit volume, l m(x, y, 2): profit per unit volume; m(x, y, 2) = v(x, y, 2) -c(x, y, 2). Let (x(x, y,z) define an angle at each point and 97define a family of surfaces such that at no point does their slope, with respect to a fixed horizontal plane, exceed cr. We shall denote the family of volumes corresponding to the family 93of surfaces by K The problem is to find a volume VE V, which maximizes the integral Since, in practical situations, there is no simple analytical representation for the functions v and c, we must use numerical techniques to obtain a solution. This involves the discretization of the problem.
The ore deposit is divided into blocks. There are various block models one can use (see Kim [12] ) but the regular 3D fixed-block model is the most common and is best suited to the application of the computerized optimization methods of pit limit design. The model is based on the ore-body being divided into fixed-size blocks. The vertical dimension of each block usually corresponds to the bench height. Horizontal dimensions of the blocks are fixed and do not vary from location to location; they are dependent on the physical characteristics of the mine, such as pit slopes, dip of deposit and grade variability. nc;ll krr%Zl acsz Ul YAA .I. JO ys are given a definite spatial location. There are various methods (see Gignac [9] ) used to assign to the centre of gravity of each block a grade representative of the whole block such as distance weighted interpolation, regression analysis, weighted moving averages and kriging. In this paper we assume that the data given will include for each block: block identification, specific gravity and grade. The problem then reduces to finding max Y (i,j.kM where ntUk is the net profit value of the block with centre of gravity at (i, j, k) and y a .set of blocks the removal of which results in a feasible pit design. The key assumptions that will be made in the optimization techniques to be discussed are:
(1) The cost of mining each block does not depend on the sequence of mining.
(2) The desired slopes and pit outlines can be approximated by removed blocks.
(3) The objective is to maximize total undiscounted profit. We can represent the block model of the ore-body as a weighted directed graph with the vertices representing blocks and the arcs representing mining restrictions on adjacent blocks. More specifically, our graph contains the arc (x, y) if blocks x andy are ada, i-pent and the mining of block x is dependent upon the removal of block y. The profit resulting from the mining of a block is represented by an appropriate vertex weight. Figure 1 illustrates the model for a cross-section with a $5" wall slope restriction. Note the " -a? vertices are necessary since one cannot mine vertically.
We define the closure of a weighted digraph D as a set C of vertices of D such that if x E C and (x, y) is an arc of D, then y E C. The weight w(C) of C is the sum of the weights of the vertices of C. Note that a closure of D represents a feasible pit contour; its weight represents the profit realized by the resulting pit contour. Thus t2:e problem of determining the optimum pit contour is equivalent to the graph-theoretical problem: Find, in a weighted digraph D, a closure of maximum weight. 
Properties of closure
In this section we develop the graph-t eoretic approach first proposed by Lerchs and Grossman [ 131. For the most part, our graph-theory terminology follows that of Bondy and Murty [2] . Thus a graph G has vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), a digraph D has vertex set V(D) and arc set A(D). All graphs considered in this paper are simple (i.e. loopless and have no multiple edges). Also, all our graphs are (vertex) weighted.
Consider (0 The implication of (1) is that if C' is a closure of I), then it must be a maximum closure of D. This suggests that to find the maximum closure of D we try and deal with some simple spanning subdigraph of D. Trees are a class of graphs whose properties are well documented, and have proven to be algorithmically attractive. The Lerchs-Grossman algorithm manipulates a special type of spanning tree.
Given a digraph D we can obtain an undirected graph G from D by replacing each arc by zn edge; G is the underlying graph of D. As we do not consider concepts invskkg or&r the notion of orientation, all terminology used in the following applies to both directed and undirected graphs. Thus a directed graph is a tree if its underlying graph is connected and has no cycles. A rooted tree is a tree with one distinguished vertex called the root; we denote the root vertex by x0. The graph obtained by deleting an arc Qi= (Xi, yi) in a rooted tree T has two components. The component Ti which does not contain the root of T is called a branch of T; the arc ai is said to support the branch Ti. The end of ai, which is in Ti, is called the root of Ti. We say dQi is a p-arc (PIUS arc) if yi is the root of Ti; otherwise it is called an m-arc (minus arc). The branch Ti is strong if ai is a p-arc and w(Ti)>O or ai is an m-arc and w(Ti)SO (w(Ti) is the weight of the branch Ti); otherwise it is weak. The arc ai is classified as strong or weak according to whether the branch it supports is strong or weak. A vertex u is strong if there exists at least one strong arc on the (unique) path joining u to the root vertex x0. Figure 2 illustrates these concepts. Note that each arc ai carries a label of the form ( t, , w(ai)) to identify its status ( + for p-arc, -for m-arc) and its support (w(aJ); we can identify an arc as strong or weak by examining its label. This labelling will be very useful in our algorithm implementation. The arcs (c, d) and (e, f) are strong; all other arcs are weak. Thus vertices a, 6, c, f, g, h and i are all strong whilst d and e are both weak. A rooted tree whose root is common to all strong arcs is called a normalized tree. The tree of Fig. 2 is not normalized. Later we discuss a procedure for normalizing a tree. The concept of normalization is important because of the following characterization [ 131. The above results form the basis of the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm which, in effect, constructs a sequence of normalized trees To, T ', . . . , T ', terminating when the set of strong vertices of T" forms a closure of the graph representing the orebody. In applying the algorithm, the digraph D representing the ore-body is augmented by adding a vertex ~0 and all arcs (x&, Xi E V(D). The vertex xo is given a negative weight and therefore cannot be part of any maximum closure. Each normalized tree T' constructed forms a spanning tree of the augmented graph with root x0 and is obtained from Ti- ' by following certain well-defined rules. The algorithm is described in detail in the next section,
The proof of Theorem 3. I given in [ 131 is not complete; a complete proof follows. Let T be a normalized tree with maximum closure C*(T). We have:
. If Xi E C*(T), then every vertex of the branch (xi) with root xi & in Design of an open mine
Proof. Suppose Xj is a vertex of B&J which is not in C*(T). Let and Bz = B(Xi) \ B1 l Since C*(T) is a closure, all arcs that join vertices of B1 with vertices of Bz have their terminal vertex in C*(T). Let P(.x~,x~) be the unique (Xi,Xj)-path in B(xi)m There must necessarily be an arc (.Q+) on P(Xi,Xj) with xP E B1 and X~ E B2 (xp could be Xi and X~ could be Xi). Since no vertex of B&i) except possibly Xi can be joined to the root x0, the arc (x4'xP) must be an m-arc and hence carries a label (-, w(x,,x~)) with w(x,,xP)>O. Now consider the branch B(xq) of T with root. We next establish that no vertex of the (x,,x&section of P is in C*(T). Suppose this is not the case and let X~ be the first vertex of the section which is in C*(T) and .J+ Fts predecessor. Then the arc (xb, x,) is an m-arc and hence must have positive wei@. Thus the branch B(x$ has positive weight. Let
B2 = V(B(xg)) \ BP
The arcs joining vertices of B2 to vertices of B1 are all p-arcs and hence have nonnegative weights. Thus 
The Lerchs-Grossman algorithm
We first present the algorithm and then discuss its implementation. As mentioned in the previous section the digraph D representing the ore-body is augmented by adding a vertex x0 and all arcs (x0,x&, X+ V(D). The vertex x0 is given a negative weight so that it cannot be part of a maximum closure.
Algorithm.
Step 1 (Initialization). Construct a normalized tree To; To is conveniently taken as the spanning tree whose arc set is {(xo,xi): Xi E V(D)}. Identify the set Y" of strong vertices of To (which are those vertices with positive weight). Set i= 0 and proceed to Step 2.
Step 2 (Gptimahty test). Search for an arc (q,x& in D such that xk E Y i and q $ Y' and proceed to Step 3. If no such arc is found, stop; Y i is a maximum closure of D.
Step 3 (Update). Identify the unique (xo,xk)-path P in T i. Suppose x0 is joined to X, in P. Construct the tree T" 'by replacing the arc (x0, x,) of T i with the arc (q&) and proceed to Step 4, step 4 (Normalization). Normalize the tree T" (the procedure for doing this is discussed below). This yields a tree T'+ '. Identify the set Y i+ ' of strong vertices of Ti+! Set i+ 1 = i and go to Step 2.
Lerchs and Grossman established the convergence of their algorithm. Before we give a brief outline of their convergence proof in Theorem 4.1, we discuss the implementation of the algorithm. As will be evident in our discussion, the implementation of this algorithm poses considerable computational and storage problems, particularly when applied to large ore-bodies consisting of half a million or more blocks.
To implement Step 2, one has to, at each iteration, scan the set of strong vertices (and this set may change at each iteration) and test whether or not the graph contains an arc directed from a strong to a weak vertex. The efficiency of executing such a step certainly depends upon the manner in which the graph is stored and mauipuiated. We have found that the most convenient data structure is to represent the digraph D representing the ore-body (we refer to D as the parent graph) as an adjacency list in a direct-access file. The normalized tree is represented as a linked list with arc labels of the form (A, w(a)); this representation allows the graph to be easily manipulated.
In the implementation of Steps '3 and 4 we assign to each arc c4 of T' zt. label of the form (+, w(a)) so as to identify the status and support of a. In the actual computer implementation T' can be stored as an undirected graph-all the information we need is contained in the labels. We think of T' as directed simply for convenience. The arc labels are revised at each iteration as follows. Consider the arc (x+,) of T i with xk E Y i and XI $ Y i. Let xk and xl belong to the branches Bi and Bj supported by the arcs (x0,x,) and (x0,x,), respectively. We let P(x,,xk) denote the unique (.yfti3x&path in Bi, and P(x,,x,) the unique (xl,x,J-path in Bje The tree T" is given by
T'i = T'+(~~,x$--(x~,x~).
The only arc labels that change are those of the arc (xk,x,) and the arcs on the paths P(x,,x~) ?>d P(x,,xO). The arc (xk, XI) carries the label (-, w(Bi)) in Tfi, where w(Bi) is the weight of branch &Ii in T i, i.e. the support of (~0, x,) in T'. An arc ai of P(x,,,, xk) labelled (+, w(ai)) in T i is assigned the label (-, W(Bi) -w(ai)) whilst an arc aj of P(x,, xk) labelled (-, w(aj)) in T' is assigned the label (+, w(Bi) -w(aj)). For arcs along the path P(x,,xo) the only change is the weight which is increased by W(Bi). The example of Fig. 3 illustrates the label changes; the arcs of the paths P(Jc,,x~) and P(x,,xO) are indicated in solid lines. Note that the branch of Tti associated with the arc (x+-~) contains strong arcs, namely (c, a) and (x,,,h) which do not have x0 as one of the ends. Hence the tree Tli is not normalized. We obtain the normalized tree T'+ * by moving along the unique (x,,x& path and when we encounter a strong arc we delete it and join x0 to its branch root; the weights of the arcs on the remaining arcs of the path are revised and the process continues until all strong arcs have been accounted for. The normalization of the branch of Fig. 3(b) is given in Fig. 4 . It is clear from the above discussion that when applied to large ore-bodies the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm runs into serious computational and storage problems no matter what ingenuous data structure and graph manipulation techniques one uses. This problem can be partly alleviated by exploiting the structure of the graph representing the ore-body. Lipkewich and Borgman [14] were the first to exploit the structure and devise a modified algorithm requiring less mlzmory storage. In their approach, the parent graph is built up by introducing the blocks one level at a time starting with the uppermost (surface) level. Before introducing the next level of blocks they apply the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm to the current parent graph and remove the blocks contained in the resulting maximum closure (obviously such blocks must be in the ultimate pit contour). The parent graph is updated by applying an appropriate "search pattern" (to be discussed later) on the blocks in the new level. The normalized tree is updated by joining the root to each new vertex and appropriately labelling the resulting arcs. Whilst the Lipkewich-Borgman modification does ease the computational and storage problems, it is still desirable, in the practical sense, to reduce the number of blocks that may need to be considered. Such reductions can be achieved by applying "bounding techniques" [3] . A bounding algorithm simply remob'es from the model blocks which will never be part of any optimum pit Fig. 3(b) .
contour, and identifies those blocks which must be part of an optimum pit contour. Once this is done, the graph-theoretic methods can be applied on the reduced block model consisting of the remaining blocks. We discuss a bounding algorithm in the next section. We conclude this section with the convergence proof of the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm.
Theorem 4.1. The Lerchs-Grossman algorithm converges in a finite' number of steps.
Proof. As the number of trees in a finite graph is finite it suffices to show that no tree can repeat itself in the sequence TO, T1 , . . . , T n of normalized trees generated by the algorithm. We establish this by showing that, at each iteration, either 
Boundfng the optimum
The idea of bounding the optimum to ease the computational effort required for determining the optimum pit limit was first proposed by Barnes and Johnson [l] . A general bounding algorithm was presented by Caccetta and Giannini [3] . As noted in [3] there are five "pit optimization techniques" suitable for use in bounding. In the following we present a technique, based on dynamic programming, which we believe is the simplest to implement and yields a good bound. For completeness we include a description of the clynami c programming technique developed in [4] .
Dynamic programming was first introduced as a method of finding the optimum pit limit by Lerchs for a comprehensive discussion on a specific application of this method.) It was noted [lo] that the success of dynamic programming as a pit optimization method is highly dependent on certain properties of the ore-body such as uniformity of the mineralization along the strike. In general, dynamic programming methods do not yield optimum pit limits, but may be used to find reasonable bounds to the optimum pit contour.
In the following, we first assume that the maximum wall slope angle a (defined below) is constant throughout each vertical cross-section. Later, we show how to relax this assumption slightly. For each cross-section of the ore-body model we adopt the following notation: 0 w: block width, 0 h: block height, e I: total number of rows (levels) of blocks, 0 J= total number of columns of blocks, 0 a: maximum wall slope angle; tan a! = /r/*x, 0 nl, nJ: the number of air blocks in columns 1 and J respectively; we will assume that we do not have air trapped in solid, i.e. all air blocks are above the surface, o?n ii: net profit value of the block in row number i and column number j; a value of zero represents an air block, a positive value an ore block and a negative value a waste block; a block with a brea rofit value is give all (in comparison to typical block values) negative value. Thus, M may be thought of a matrix of order (I+ 1) x (J + 2). Also note that any feasible pit contour on a cross-section must contain at least one element of row zero or one element of column J+ 1 of M.
As we will require it later, consider the problem of finding the contour of the optimum pit with bottom in level i,,, in section k. Let Pi be the maximum contribution (to net profit) of columns 0 to j to any feasible pit configuration that includes block (iv j) as a boundary eleptnent on section k consisting only of im rows (including row 0). Let P be the matrix of order i, x (J + 2) consisting of elements P,. Let P' = (pi;) be the corresponding matrix if section k is extended to include level i,. The connecting relationship between P' and P is as follows:
and for j=l,...,J+l,
r= - 1.91 otherwise,
where T is the largest integer (2 1) whereby at block (im -T+ 1, j -1) there is a change in either the profit value or decision variable r in updating P to P'. Note that in the above, the decision variable r (which provides the required wall slope restriction) is initially set to zero at each block in row zero and can only take on values 0 and -t-l for the case where T= im + 1. In the case when the maximum in (2) is not uniqute, we break the tie by choosing the largest value of r. In what follows we will take a change in P-value at a particular block in updating P to PC to mean a change in the profit value or decision variable or both. On the completion of the update of P, we find that one of the fo!!owin two cases arises:
Design of an open mine IS Case 1. Changes in P-values reach level 0 or column J + 1 between level 1 and nJ. It can easily be shown then that the optimum contour extending to level im may be found by the following procedure: If changes in P reach level 0, let K be the minimum integer such that Pi, K *PO, K. Find V and j0 such that
V= max {P&)
KrjcrJ+l and j0 is the smallest integer satisfying V=poiO. Then the optimum pit contour is obtained by backtracking (i.e. following the successive decisions (values of r)) starting from block (0, j,). The optimum pit value being V.
If changes in P reach column J+ 1, let L be the minimum integer satisfying !rLSnJand If changes in P reach both level 0 and column J+ 1 then the block giving maximum value for P' is searched along row 0 (for j 1 K) and along column J+ I (for In this situation, it is obvious that all pit contours traced from level 0 or column J + 1 between levels 1 and n J will not pass level i, -I. we must now consider all pits having at least one block in level i, on their contours and then select the optimum.
Let P! denote the maximum contribution (to net profit) of columns J+ 1 to j to any feasible pit configuration that includes the block (i, j) as boundary element. Then we have the recurrence relation Hence the optimum pit having at least one block in level i, on its contour has value V= max { Vj} OsjsJt and contour obtained by backtracking both to the left and to the right of block (i*, j,) where jC is the minimum integer such that V= bO.
We now adopt the notation Sik to represent the optimum profit value of the pit contour in section k, mined to level i. Thus, the value V found above is, in fact, S r,,,,k; and by renaming P' as P and repeating the above procedure for im = I,2 . . . . I and k= IJ,..., K, where K is the total number of sections in the block model, we find all Sik values. Note that pit contours corresponding to the Sit * values need also be kept to find the final three-dimensional '*optimal" pit.
As for M, we treat Sik as elements of the matrix S and add row zero and columns 0 and K+ 1. Redefining Pik as the maximum contribution (to net profit) of sections 0 to k to any feasible pit configuration that mines to level i in section k, we obtain the recurrence relation where nK is the number of pit contours in air in section K. Then R gives the "optimum" three-dimensional pit t As snd, t;tarting from the "block" giving the total contribution R, the successive decisions (values of r) addressing the various twodimensional optimal cross-sectional pit outlines form the outline of the overall pit.
&mark 5.1. We may relax slightly the single wall slope restriction per section we imposed above by introducing the situation where we have two different wall slope restrictions, one on each side of the cross-section. Suppose the two side walls of the pit make maximum (acute) angles q and CYZ with the horizontal and that tanq = 2 tana!,, tan a2 = h/w with (x1 on the right in the cross-section. The assumption tan QZ= 2 tan CTI makes the wall slope angle q achievable by taking two blocks along and one up repetitively in moving to the ri ht along the pit contour. -1 (restriction downwards). In (3), if ri_ i,j+ 1 = -1 and block (i-1, j+ 1) is not  an air block, then rU--0 or 1 (restriction upwards) . Otherwise, rU is calculated as before.
Other pairs of wall slope are possible by considering similar modifications to the ones indicated above. Remark 5.3. It is possible that the pit outline obtained via the dynamic programming method is not feasible, let alone optimal. Consider, for example, the situation where two adjacent vertical cross-sections have optimal contours not containing any blocks adjacent to each other. However, the method can easily be converted to produce a "bound" for the optimum pit outline. For our purposes, a bound may defined as a feasible pit outline such that all blocks belonging to the optimum pit are contained therein.
The following theorem (proved in [3]) gives a procedure for obtaining a bound for the optimum pit outline.
Theorem 5.4. Consider the set of blocks B1 contained by the pit outline obtained by the dynamic programming method. For each block in B1 identifv all overlying blocks (using maximum waii slope angle a) in the model not included in B1 and call this set B2. Then the contour containing the blocks in B1 and B2 is a bound for the optimum pit with maximum wall slope angle a throughout.
For the case where a more general walP slope restriction is required, we have found that using the 'least severe' wall slope throughout the pit provides a suitable bound (see 131). L. Cuccetta, LX Giannini specific ore and waste tonnage requirements [7, 8] . Thus time efficiency is an important factor in determining the success of an optimizing algorithm. The time effi&xy of our method is dependent upon:
(i) the tightness of the bound generated by the bounding algorithm, (ii) the way in which the graph is stored and manipulated, and (iii) the way in which the graph structure is exploited.
A number of obvious problems present themselves, the most challenging of which we describe below. Earlier we mentioned that the graph structure can be exploited by building the parent graph level-by-level starting with the uppermost (surface) level. At each stage the parent graph is updated by applying an appropriate 'search pattern' on the blocks in the new level. This search pattern applied to a block gives the arcs direct& out of the vertex representing that block. The graph generated by the search pattern must satisfy the wall slope restrictions. In real situations, the wall in a pit, because of the geology or equipment limitations, could have several wall slope restrictions depending on the position or orientation within it. The problem we have is best described as follows.
Consider a set of pairs {(pi, (Xi): 1 s i 5 N} of azimuths and dips and a vertex Y representing an ore block. Suppose we have a set of vertices S, = { vt, ~2~ . . . , v,} above vertex v forming a specific geometric pattern G when joined to v. For each vi E S, we find a corresponding set S, forming the same geometric pattern G when joined to Vi* Continue this procedure until the top level in the model is reached. Then the union of all the sets of vertices obtained should form a conical shaped pit with v as its apex and maximum slope angle of its wall at azimuth fli equal to ai, for each i. Since the number of elements in S, is the degree of vertex v in the graph mcdel, it is important (for storage and time efficiency) to find an S, with minimum number of elements. The set S, is called the "search pattern".
Lipkewich and Borgman 1141 give an example of a search pattern for a pit with wall slope restriction of 4!P throughout. This pattern generates a digraph with each ----6av k Vt;l l&A AA&&V rrra w-I--.m--e _ _ avino nnt fieorw l? and fnr a YP~~PV -I +L= -A* @ ------. _a -r clan ~GL 3" iii&i&s five vertices from the level immediately above v and eight vertices from the set two levels above v. It is not clear just how one can generate such search patterns for a general set of azimuth and dip pairs. In practice, one is usually given from 4 to 8 azimuth-dip pairs and a small tolerance on the slope. We have managed to generate search patterns for a variety of cases, but have not been able to develop a procedure which produces optimal search patterns in the general case.
